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Website content:
The host will not take any warranty for actuality, correctness or quality of
the available information. Claims versus the host, which are caused to
material or ideally type or by use of incorrect or incomplete information,
are generally excluded, as long as no willing or grossly negligent fault of
the host can be proofed. All contents are subject to confirmation and
unbinding. The host expressly reserve its right to change, to complete, to
delete or to stop the publishing temporarily or definitely.
Cross references and links:
For direct or indirect links to other web contents (“links”), which are out
of the responsibility of the host, a warranty can only come into effect, if
the host have notice of it and if it is technically possible and reasonable, to
avoid the use of the illegal contents. The host announces herewith, that at
the point of time when the link setting was made no illegal content of the
linked website was cognizable. For actual or further development,
contents or authorship of the linked sites the host do not have any
influence. Therefore the host dissociates itself hereby expressly of all
contents of all linked/linked sides, which were changed after the link

setting. This statement is valid for all within the own Internet offer set left
and references as well as for foreign entries in of the host furnished firm
lists, guest books, panels and mailing lists. The opinion from linked sides
can represent, does not have however not the host’s opinion, even not if
this all laws and regulations meet do and in no form to be complained are.
For illegal, incorrect or incomplete contents and in particular for damage,
which develops from the use or disuse kind of such of presented
information, alone the host of the side, to which one referred, is
responsible that, which refers over left to the respective publication only.
Publication within the Leonardo da Vinci project Euro Crafts 21:
This project is funded with support from the European Commission. This
publication reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission
cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.

